To be successful,
you need a competitive edge

Choose a smarter way to work

Base colors

You might work faster, work a little harder, be more
creative, or maybe just work a little smarter.

If you’re successful, you plan your work, and work your
plan. Bona DriFast® Stain helps you work without the
difficult scheduling obstacle of an inconsistent stain.

Bona DriFast® Stain is available in these popular wood tone
colors.

And, most importantly, you avoid common pitfalls.

Think about it. 2 hours vs. 8, 16, or even more.
Imagine what that extra time means to your bottom line
and what eliminating the uncertainty of dry times does
for your peace of mind.
Bona DriFast® Stain is a premium quality stain that is
recoatable in 2 hours.
Bona’s breakthrough advancement in oil-modified stain
technology assures adhesion of the finish, with unprecedented speed. And it can be used with any Bona®
waterborne or all other Bona® finishing systems.

Nutmeg

Early American

Red Mahogany

Natural

Golden Oak

Special Walnut

Jacobean

Graphite (formerly Ebony)

Rosewood

Provincial

Antique Brown

Medium Brown

Cherry

Puritan Pine

White**

Rely on Bona’s consistency
Bona DriFast® Stain’s oil-modified formula is easy to
apply and great to work with.
There’s enough open time to rework an area, or blend
in sections of cut-up jobsites, without worrying about
lapmarks.

Does this sound familiar?
You get to the jobsite early. You plan your day. And if
everything works out right, and you stay a little later,
you get the stain down so it can dry overnight.
Tomorrow’s plan is to coat this job and begin the
next. You are booked solid, and it could be your most
profitable month yet.
You show up ready to go, but you discover the stain
is not dry. And so begins a domino effect of delays
and problems that keeps you juggling schedules the
rest of the month.
Coating over stain that hasn’t completely dried is one
of the major causes of problems on a job. Whether
it’s peeling, a cloudy finish or blistering, the result is a
time consuming and expensive headache.

It doesn’t have to be this way!

Bona DriFast® means consistent performance and
dry times you can depend on to keep your jobs on
schedule and your mind at ease.

Easy to apply with great workability

A premium quality, quick-drying stain,
compatible with all Bona finish systems,
blendable to achieve any custom
look and color you desire.

• 2-hour dry time*
• No bleed back
• 800 - 1,000 sf/gal
Contractor:
Samples are shown on Red Oak finished with Bona Traffic® Semi-Gloss. Jobsite
results may vary slightly, according to wood type and sanding procedures. Printed
colors may vary slightly from actual stain colors. Always prepare test samples on
the type of wood to be used.
* Under normal humidity and temperature conditions of 40-60% relative humidity at
65-80˚F. Humidity and temperatures outside this range may extend drying times.
** Allow 6 hours minimum dry time for White.

Blending custom colors

Bona® systems compatibility

There are an unlimited number of custom wood tone colors
®
that can be achieved using Bona DriFast Stain.
Your contractor can create these custom colors by blending Bona
DriFast Stain base colors together.
The blends listed below are just a few examples of the many
®
different color possibilities achievable with Bona DriFast Stain.
Note to contractor:

Always be sure to document your blending ratios and prepare a test sample on
the type of wood to be used, sanded to the final grit. Do not use universal tints
to adjust color. Tinting with universal colorants can lead to less vibrant colors and
unpredictable application results while risking adhesion of the finish.

Blends

Autumn Gold
1 part Rosewood
1 part Golden Oak

Spice
4 parts Provincial
1 part Jacobean

Dark Walnut

Antique

3 parts Jacobean
1 part Provincial

1 part Provincial
1 part Jacobean

Bona DriFast® Stain is compatible with all Bona
waterborne and all other Bona finishing systems.
Visit bona.com to learn more about Bona’s complete
finish system.
Bona waterborne finishes are part
of the only GREENGUARD certified
hardwood floor finishing system in
the industry. For more information,
visit www.greenguard.org
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